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Abstract
This paper details a quantitative method to measure the D-periodic spacing of Type I collagen
fibrils using Atomic Force Microscopy coupled with analysis using a 2D Fast Fourier Transform
approach. Instrument calibration, data sampling and data analysis are all discussed and
comparisons of the data to the complementary methods of electron microscopy and X-ray
scattering are made. Examples of the application of this new approach to the analysis of Type I
collagen morphology in disease models of estrogen depletion and Osteogenesis Imperfecta are
provided. We demonstrate that it is the D-spacing distribution, not the D-spacing mean, that
showed statistically significant differences in estrogen depletion associated with early stage
Osteoporosis and Osteogenesis Imperfecta. The ability to quantitatively characterize nanoscale
morphological features of Type I collagen fibrils will provide important structural information
regarding Type I collagen in many research areas, including tissue aging and disease, tissue
engineering, and gene knock out studies. Furthermore, we also envision potential clinical
applications including evaluation of tissue collagen integrity under the impact of diseases or drug
treatments.
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INTRODUCTION
Collagens are the most abundant family of structural proteins in animals [1, 2]. These
proteins are based on trimeric polypeptide chains, each of which includes a repeating Gly-X-
Y triplet region where X and Y are often proline and hydroxyproline. A major class of
collagen is the fibrillar-forming type (type I, II, III, V, and XI), which has an approximately
300 nm long, uninterrupted triple helix[3]. Type I collagen accounts for 70% of all collagens
and it is found throughout the body in the extracellular matrices (ECMs) of teeth, bones,
tendons, skin, arterial walls and cornea[4].
At the nanoscale, the most prominent feature of Type I collagen fibrils is the ~67 nm axial
D-periodic spacing. This feature was observed by X-ray diffraction[5] and imaged by
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) as early as 1942 by Schmitt et al[6]. In 1963, the
first model of the fibrillar structure was developed by Hodge and Petruska[7]. They
proposed that molecules within a fibril are arranged in a staggered parallel alignment,
resulting in “gap” and “overlap” regions[7]. Since this original description, X-ray
diffraction[8-11] and electron microscopy[12-14] studies have supported a singular spacing
of 67 nm. More detailed models of fibrillar structure have been elucidated by the effort of
many researchers, including Miller, Brodsky, Hulmes, and Orgel, to name a few [9, 15-22].
We now know that a fibril is composed of five-stranded microfibrils which are supertwisted
in the axial direction[22] and quasi-hexagonally packed in the equatorial plane[16]. An
atomistic-scale-up simulation based on the state-of-the-art fibril model has elegantly shown
the bottom-up design of a collagen fibril resulting in the D-periodicity[23]. Yet all such
models are built upon this single valued 67 nm periodicity. Despite this commonly held
view of a singular spacing, the hierarchical complexity of the collagen fibril itself, the
variety of tissues into which these fibrils are incorporated, and the potential for
morphological variation with damage and disease suggests that a single spacing value for all
fibrils is unlikely. Recently, a quantitative approach to measuring this feature allowed the
discovery of a distribution of D-periodic spacings ranging from ~60-73 nm in normal bone,
dentin, skin, and tendon tissue[24]. This distribution changes as a function of estrogen
depletion[25, 26] and Osteogenesis Imperfecta (OI)[27]. This new approach to
understanding nanoscale collagen morphology is applicable to understanding the structure of
collagen in a wide variety of tissues and ECM-linked diseases.
Quantitative analysis of morphological features in Type I collagen-based tissues is
imperative to the understanding of normal tissue architecture[24]. This understanding is
requisite for interpretation of any alterations caused by damage and disease. These methods
may also serve as techniques for disease diagnosis in collagen-based tissues[25-27]. In this
paper, we provide important experimental methodology for the application of atomic force
microscopy to the quantitative analysis of Type I collagen D-spacing values. This includes
approaches to instrument calibration, data sampling and analysis, and the comparison of the
D-spacing values obtained with this method to complementary approaches including
electron microscopy[12] and X-ray scattering[28]. The experimental approaches should
prove useful for quantifying the changes in collagen structure for a wide range of diseases
related to the extracellular matrix.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animals
Five year-old Columbia-Ramboulliet cross sheep were anesthetized and ovariectomized
(OVX) or subjected to a sham surgery (Colorado State University, ACUC # 03-010A-02).
After 2 years, the ewes were sacrificed with an intravenous overdose of a barbiturate, and
skin samples from the dorsal thoracolumbar region were used as previously described[29].
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Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) calibration
Calibration of the Agilent 5500 AFM large scanner (80 μm scan range) was carried out with
a 100 nm x 100 nm calibration standard (NANOSENSORS, Switzerland), using contact
mode and SNL-10 AFM probes (nominal tip radius 2 nm, force constant 0.25 N/m. Bruker
AFM probes, CA). The scan size was set at 3.5 μm (35 × 35 pitches) with 512 × 512 pixels
and a scan rate of 2 lines/sec. The absolute error of the calibration standard was verified by
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) imaging to be less than 1.1 % (FEI NOVA SEM, FEI
Company, OR; Supporting Figure S1). After calibration, the percentage errors of the AFM
in the fast and slow scan direction were 0.98 % and 0.20 % respectively.
Atomic Force Microscopy imaging and analysis
Tissue samples were processed and imaged in air using a PicoPlus 5500 Atomic Force
Microscope (AFM, Agilent) in tapping mode as previously described[24, 25, 27]. Water and
air comparison was carried out using a Dimension Icon AFM (Bruker AXS, Santa Barbara,
CA) in scanasyst fluid and air imaging modes. Scansyst fluid+ AFM probes (Bruker probes,
nominal tip radius 2 nm, force constant 0.7 N/m) was used in both water and air imaging, in
order to reduce differences caused by different tip convolutions. Skin samples were imaged
in DI water and then dried by wicking away the water followed by exposure to a gentle
stream of air for 30 minutes before re-imaging the same region in air. Following image
capture, a rectangular region of interest (ROI) was chosen along straight segments of
individual fibrils (Figure 1A). The selected regions spanned consistent topographical
features (i.e. from gap region to gap region and though the middle of a given fibril). For
each evaluated fibril, a two dimensional Fast Fourier Transform (2D FFT) was performed in
SPIP and the 2D power spectrum was analyzed to determine the value of the D-periodic
spacing for that fibril.
Computation
Model collagen fibrils were constructed in Matlab (The Mathworks: Nattic, MA) as a
summation of translated Gaussians. The power spectra of these model fibrils were computed
and analyzed to determine the D-periodic spacing (the peak of the power spectrum) and D-
periodic uncertainty (the standard deviation of the distribution of D-periodic spacing
observed in the power spectrum). The results were further analyzed and compared to results
obtained from SPIP on real fibrils experimentally imaged using AFM.
Statistical Analyses
To investigate differences in fibril morphology due to estrogen deficiency, D-periodic
spacing values measured from an individual sample were averaged, yielding a single mean
value for that sample, and then statistically compared using One Way ANOVA. Histograms
were computed using a 1.0 nm bin size. To examine differences in the distribution of fibril
morphologies between sham and OVX sheep, the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF)
of each group was computed. The CDF shows what fraction of a given sample is contained
up to a particular value, easily demonstrating differences between distributions in both mean
and standard deviation. To test for statistical significance between distributions, two-sample
Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) tests were then applied to the data sets.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Aspects of measuring the D-periodic Spacing in Type I Collagen Fibrils
The axial D-periodic spacing was chosen as the key metric of collagen fibril morphology in
this study. This measure captures aspects of collagen’s fibrillar structure that may be related
to the state of the individual molecular triple helices, post-translational modifications and/or
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cross-linking within the fibril. Although the functional mechanisms of these activities has
not been elucidated, in many cases it has been shown that genetic modification, non-
enzymatic cross-linking and other changes at the molecular level lead to significantly
compromised bulk tissue properties[1]. As seen in Figure 1A, D-periodic spacing is well
resolved by AFM, providing a potential biomarker linked to the state of collagen. Previous
studies have relied primarily on line scans and 1D FFTs and did not perform quantitative
analyses of larger data sets[30-33]. Line scans and 1D FFTs suffer from 2 major limitations.
First, lateral resolution is limited by a combination of factors including the pixel size of the
image (~ 7 nm in images from the current study) and the radius of curvature of the probe (<
10 nm). The periodic nature of the fibril can be exploited with a 1D-FFT to resolve the
average spacing below the single pixel limit, similar to the optical concept of super-
resolution[34]. By fitting the FFT in reciprocal space to a continuous function, resolution
can be achieved that is better than the limits set by pixel-related binning or apparent limits
set by the radius of the probe. This interpolation scheme allows selection of the peak
maximum with accuracy to tenths of a nanometer. An example calculation of this error using
experimental data is included in Supporting Discussion #1.
The second and more significant limitation of line scans and 1D FFTs is that they both rely
on the user drawing a line along the length of a fibril, normal to the D-spacing[25]. From 1D
FFT measurements on fibrils in the current study, as little as a 5° deviation away from
normal can alter the value measured for the spacing by as much as 8% (a difference of 5.4
nm on a 67.0 nm measurement, Figure 2). Errors of this magnitude are larger than the
population standard deviations noted below, masking important information within the
distributions.
The type of error noted has provided a significant challenge to the observation of a
distribution of D-period spacings in EM and AFM studies over the last seven decades.
Employing a 2D FFT approach decouples the determination of the D-periodic spacing from
user bias in line location and angle selection. An example image of a collagen fibril imaged
by AFM and measured using a 2D FFT approach is shown in Figure 1. In order to minimize
edge effects that can degrade resolution, a rectangular region of interest is drawn and
extends from the edge of one gap zone to the edge of another gap zone, remaining within the
width of the fibril. Figure 1B shows the 2D FFT power spectrum from the selected region.
The red line passes through the maximum value in the fundamental peak, therefore
corresponding to the D-periodic spacing along the normal direction of the gap/overlap axis.
A 1D FFT along this line demonstrates that the D-periodic spacing, the second and third
harmonics are visible and well resolved (Figure 1C).
The 2D FFT analysis can be used to interpret D-spacing data from electron microscopy
(EM) and AFM images. We have chosen AFM owing to its ability in keeping the tissue
specimens relatively close to their native condition during sample preparation and imaging
[35]. Absolute dehydration is thought to disrupt collagen molecular structure and increase
packing density within a fibril[36, 37]. The effect of absolute dehydration has been shown to
reduce collagen D-spacing[38, 39]. This implies hydration differences in the collagen fibrils
could influence the observed distribution of collagen D-spacing. In order to demonstrate the
effect of surface air-drying on collagen fibril D-spacing, we compared the metrical
parameters of dermal collagen fibrils imaged by AFM in water and air. Dermis tissue was
selected for this analysis because of the high water content in its native environment. As
shown in height images in Figures 3A and 3B, the fibril surface imaged in water has greater
height variation than the air-dried surface. The height profiles illustrated by line scans (1)
and (2) demonstrate an apparent swelling of the collagen fibrils, and possibly other matrix
proteins such as proteoglycans, when imaged in water. Measurement of multiple fibrils
indicated as much as a two- to four-fold increase in apparent fibril height in water relative to
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air. Error images shown in Figures 3C and 3D demonstrate that fibril D-spacings can be
directly observed in water and air, respectively. Using these images as well as 6 other sets,
we were able to identify 20 fibrils with well-resolved D-spacing repeat units present in
paired water and air images. Using 2D FFT analysis, the D-spacings from the 20 fibrils were
analyzed and are presented in the air versus water scatter plot (Figure 3E). As illustrated in
Figure 3E, there is no correlation in the small shifts in D-spacings observed as a function of
water vs air imaging. Indeed, seven fibrils exhibited larger D-spacings in air and eleven
exhibited larger D-spacings in water. Two fibrils were essentially unchanged. In addition to
the direct comparison of individual fibril D-spacings, we also plotted the histogram and
CDF including every fibril that was observed in either water (60 fibrils) or air imaging (73
fibrils) for the 7 paired air/water images (Figure 3F and 3G). The averages of fibril D-
spacing in this analysis are 62.2 ± 2.0 nm and 63.1 ± 1.9 nm in water and air, respectively.
The difference in absolute value of the average D-spacing for air vs water imaging obtained
from Figures 3E and 3F of 0.9 nm is on the same order as our ability to measure the
spacings using the 2D-FFT method (Supporting Figure S3). The impact of air-drying is
small compared to the width of the D-spacing distribution as illustrated in Figure 1
(discussed in a later section). It is interesting to note that although the histogram and CDF
(Figures 3F and 3G) indicate an average D-spacing increase of 0.9 nm upon air drying, the
paired fibril data in Figure 3E indicates that this average is obtained by a mix of behaviors
ranging from 0 to 4 nm changes in D-spacing and both increases and decreases in D-
spacing. This is also reflected in the substantial red/blue overlap, indicated in purple, in the
CDF plot (Figure 3G) and the p-value of 0.125 indicating a lack of statistical significance. In
summary, within the reproducibility of the measurement, there is no difference in D-banding
spacing between the samples measured in air vs water.
Analysis of D-periodic Spacing Measurements and Associated Uncertainties
The D-periodic spacing was modeled with a translated set of Gaussian functions, the
amplitude and width of which were set by comparison to AFM images of Type I collagen
fibrils (Figure 1A). The spacing between each gap was allowed to vary, and the sampling of
the “numerical model fibril” was set to match experimental imaging conditions. The D-
periodic spacing and its associated uncertainty were determined by fitting the FFT as shown
in Supporting Figure S2. To put an upper bound on the uncertainty associated with
measurements from experimental samples, this 2D FFT and fitting approach was also
applied to collagen fibrils imaged in sheep bones (used as a control for a previously
published experiment[25]). The D-periodic spacing was computed for fibrils from multiple
locations within the bone using a maximum of 21 D-period repeat units (Supporting Table
S1). The upper bound on the D-Period uncertainty, calculated as the mean of the standard
deviations, was found to be 0.8 nm. This result sets the minimum bin size for histograms at
0.8 nm.
Sampling theory dictates that the uncertainty associated with the D-periodic spacing
measurement should scale as the inverse of the number of repeat units, until the fundamental
fibril variability is reached. The measured D-periodic spacing should also be independent of
the sampling length scale (pixel size), provided the feature is well resolved. Supporting
Figure S3 shows the results of varying both the sampling length along a model fibril, and the
variability in D-periodic spacing within a fibril. To achieve a standard deviation of 0.8 nm or
less, a minimum of 9 D-Period repeat units must be included in the 2D FFT analysis. This
figure verifies that the 2D FFT method is insensitive to sampling length scales, given the 1/x
dependence in both panels.
Making absolute x-y distance measurements with AFM and comparing absolute values
measured in different studies has limitations. Absolute measurement relies on accurate
calibration of AFM, which depends on the use of appropriate calibration standards,
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consistent performance of the piezo-material and regular calibration test to maintain the
consistency. Due to the nonlinear relationship between scan size and scanner error,
calibration over the range of D-spacing measurement (3.5 μm x 3.5 μm in the current study)
using a feature size comparable to the collagen D-spacing (~67 nm) is critical. We calibrated
the AFM using a 100 nm x 100 nm standard, and limited the scan error to 0.98 % and 0.20
% for X and Y direction at 3.5 × 3.5 μm image size. For a fibril with 67 nm D-spacing, the
absolute error in the AFM measurement is less than 1 nm. Note that AFM manufacturer
recommended calibration procedure utilizes a 10 μm x 10 μm calibration standard, which is
100 times larger than the collagen feature size. Non-linearities in the piezoelectric scanners
introduce substantial error between these size scales as detailed in Supporting Discussion #2.
Nevertheless, this calibration process only addresses the absolute calibration (accuracy) of
the system. The calibration has no bearing on the differential sensitivity between
measurements (precision), and does not limit one’s ability to differentiate between
population distributions measured using the same AFM with the same calibration
parameters.
Thermal drift is another important issue to consider with any AFM imaging study. To
investigate the impacts of thermal drift, a single 3.5 μm x 3.5 μm location was scanned up
and down continuously over 1.5 hours. Measurements of the same individual fibrils within
each image were then made and compared. This situation is an exaggeration of the thermal
drift that may occur during normal scanning and even in this case, the drift on the fibril D-
spacing measurement was less than 2 nm (Supporting Figure S5). Over the time associated
with taking 1-2 images for analysis at this size scale (less than 10 minutes), this drift is
negligible. Regardless, to overcome this limitation and avoid problems that may originate
from it, the vast majority of measured fibrils are selected to be within ± 45° from the fast
scan axis. We have analyzed this issue previously[24] and the data is reproduced here as
Supporting Figure S6. Using data from normal bone samples, a data plot of D-periodic
spacing as a function of the angle of the measured fibril was produced. If thermal drift in the
slow scan direction was present in the data and leading to artifacts, bulges near -90 and 90
degrees (along the slow axis) would exist. As this was not the case, the effects of thermal
drift are not considered a major contributing factor in these measurements.
When using a surface-based technique such as AFM, the slope of the surface is another
factor to consider. Hard samples (bone and dentin) are polished in attempt to create a flat
surface. However, to directly address sample slope, one can consider both experimental and
theoretical approaches. In a previous study, collagen from the mouse tail tendon was directly
adsorbed onto a mica surface[24]. Mica is often used a substrate because it is atomistically
flat, meaning that observed topography is considered a characteristic of the sample and not
the substrate. In this case, a distribution of spacings was still observed and the mean spacing
value was not statistically different from either bone or dentin samples suggesting that slope
in the bone and dentin samples was not responsible for the observed spacing distributions.
Next, a theoretical surface is considered. Within a 30 μm x 30 μm image, 500 nm of tilt
would equate to 0.96°. A tilt of this magnitude, if projected directly onto the long axis of a
fibril, would cause a 67 nm spacing value to become 66.99 nm. Any such minor difference
would be dwarfed by the spread of sample values. Increasing this tilt to 5 μm (almost 10° of
tilt) would change the projected value to 66.1 nm. To directly address this concern in AFM
images of bone specimens from a previous study[25], unflattened topography images were
analyzed. The largest tilt value observed in the 3.5 μm x 3.5 μm images was 546 nm. Even
in this situation with almost 9° of tilt, a spacing of 67 nm would become 66.2 nm. As
demonstrated in previous publications using this technique [24, 25, 27, 29], this magnitude
of tilt-induced difference cannot account for the large population shifts noted in cases of
disease.
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D-periodic Spacing Occurs with a Distribution of Values
This 2D FFT approach was applied to Type I collagen fibrils imaged within sham-operated
sheep dermis using AFM (used as a control for a previously published experiment). The
mean D-periodic spacing of the 624 measured fibrils was 62.3 nm, with a population
standard deviation of 1.4 nm. Figure 1D shows these data plotted as a histogram with a bin
size of 1.0 nm (based on the maximum observed variation along a single fibril of 0.8 nm
shown above). Note that the mean D-spacing value in dermal collagen has been reported to
be less than 67 nm[40]. This histogram demonstrates that normal bone contains fibrils with a
distribution of D-periodic spacing values. A recent study demonstrated that this type of
distribution also exists in other Type I collagen based tissues including dentin and
tendon[24]. Based upon these studies, and other tissue samples measured to date[25, 27], the
existence of a distribution of D-periodic spacings is a fundamental characteristic of Type I
collagen. However, the currently accepted models of Type I collagen fibrillar structure
completely overlook the presence of a distribution of spacing values[15]. For example, the
possibility of a distribution was not discussed in a recent thorough book review of collagen
structure and mechanics[1].
Previous studies have shown that D-spacing increases upon applying strain to a bone or
tendon tissue[41-43]. Sasaki and coworkers have shown that tendon D-spacing changes by
3% (~ 2 nm) at 20 MPa of stress[41]; Puxkandl have shown a 1 nm change in tendon D-
spacing at 3% macroscopic tissue strain[42]; Gupta and Zioupos reported 0.3 nm change in
D-spacing at 1% tissue strain in bone[43]. In addition to D-spacing elongation, interfibrillar
sliding and shearing of proteoglycan-rich matrix are also thought occur under conditions of
tissue strain[42, 43]. The magnitude of D-spacing change as a function of applied strain is
not large enough to explain the D-spacing distribution observed across multiple tissues,
which has a typical range of 10 nm.
As a way to verify that this distribution is real and not caused by sample preparation or AFM
imaging artifacts, the 2D FFT analysis was performed on previously published SEM images
from human Achilles tendons (Figure 4, reproduced with permission[12]). Qualitatively, the
fibrils in Figure 4A look similar to AFM images of collagen fibrils. Figure 4B shows the
histogram results of the 2D FFT analysis from 13 observed fibrils within the image (the
included scale bar was used to set the length scale). The mean D-periodic spacing was 66.9
nm with a population standard deviation of 1.6 nm. This mean value is well within the
absolute experimental error of the AFM results. More importantly, a distribution of D-
periodic spacings was observed in the SEM data.
To investigate a different non-surface-based method that has been used to analyze Type I
collagen nanoscale morphology, previously published Small Angle X-Ray Scatter (SAXS)
data from fresh, non-mineralized, turkey tendon samples were analyzed[28]. This analysis
was performed to determine if the magnitude of distribution observed in D-period spacing is
consistent with the observed peak widths from SAXS analyses of collagen. A modified
Bertaut-Warren-Averbach (BWA) technique was used to determine what portion of the peak
widths can be ascribed to the D-Period spacing (Figure 5)[44]. Full details of the analysis
are provided as Supporting Discussion #3.
This analysis has two main findings. First, a D-Period spacing distribution is sufficient to
explain the observed peak width in the X-Ray data. Second, the distribution width
determined from the X-Ray analysis was comparable to the distribution width observed
using the 2D-FFT technique on individual fibrils. One significant advantage of the AFM
2D-FFT technique is that the fundamental resolution limit is sufficiently small to directly
observe the shape of the sample distribution. The modified BWA technique cannot generate
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the sample distribution shape because the ability to fit the transformed data is insufficient to
discriminate between different functional forms of an underlying distribution.
Statistical Comparison of D-periodic Spacing Distributions as a Function of Disease
The existence of a distribution of D-periodic spacings is an important observation, standing
in contrast to the fixed 67 nm value put forth 49 years ago. Utilizing an OVX model in sheep
which leads to estrogen depletion, an early model of osteoporosis, it was hypothesized that
differences between normal skin and skin from animals with a known disease state could be
detected through changes in collagen fibril morphology[26]. The mean D-periodic spacing
of the Sham population was 62.3 nm, not significantly different than the 61.9 nm value in
OVX samples (p = 0.249 using One Way ANOVA). When viewed as histograms (Figure
1D), there was an observable increase in the OVX population towards lower D-periodic
spacing values. Observing qualitative population differences between the normal and
diseased states was an important finding, but proving statistical significance was imperative.
Population differences were further highlighted when viewing the data as Cumulative
Distribution Functions (CDF, Figure 1E). The CDF plot from the Sham population was then
compared to that of the OVX population using a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (K-S test),
chosen because it is a non-parametric comparison between distributions. This test is
sensitive to changes in means as well as in the width of distributions, and does not require
normally distributed data. The two-sample K-S test demonstrated a significant difference in
the population distributions between Sham and OVX samples (p < 0.001). These methods
were also applied to a mouse model of human type IV OI, where a known genetic mutation
on collagen was created by substituting glycine with cysteine[27]. Similar to the estrogen
depletion model, no significant difference was noted in the means of D-spacing between the
brittle mouse bones and wild type bones. Significant differences were present in the
population distributions of fibril spacings. We found 55% of brittle fibrils versus 75% of
wild type fibrils within ± 1 standard deviation (66-70 nm) range, which contributed to the
statistically different CDF plots [27].
The origin of a D-spacing distribution and mechanisms of D-spacing changes that operate in
diseases such as osteoporosis and OI are still unclear. We are currently pursuing these
questions in our lab. Estrogen plays important roles in regulating metabolism, cell
activities[45], and collagen turn-over[46-48], etc. The change in D-spacing induced by
estrogen depletion is a complex system to study. In the case of point mutation in OI,
inserting a bulkier residue in the molecular structure disrupts or destabilizes the triple helical
conformation, through molecular kinking[49], free energy changes[50], weakening of
intermolecular adhesion and reduction of cross-links[51]. These effects may lead to a change
in D-spacing.
Although the mechanisms leading to these changes found in estrogen deprived and OI
tissues are still unclear, these studies provide evidence to show that collagen
nanomorphology is altered, an important information that could potentially explain the
compromised tissue properties, and be considered in disease diagnosis.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
This paper details a systematic method to measure and analyze nanoscale characteristics of
Type I collagen fibrils using the D-periodic spacing as the key metric of nanoscale
morphology. The ability to accurately measure the D-periodic spacing using a 2D-FFT
approach led to the discovery of a distribution of Type I collagen morphologies in four
tissue types, bone, dentin, dermis and tendon. The importance of these observations was
highlighted by demonstrating that statistically significant changes in population distributions
could be observed in disease models of estrogen depletion and Osteogenesis Imperfecta. The
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facts that distributions were present in both normal and diseased fibril populations, and that
there were significant changes in these distributions with multiple diseases, has important
implications for the structural model of Type I collagen fibrils, and possibly to the diagnosis
of Type I collagen-based diseases. This type of analysis shows promise for providing
important structural information regarding Type I collagen in a wide variety of collagen-
related ECM diseases and processes, such as photo aging, Ehlers-Danlos Syndrome,
Osteogenesis Imperfecta, Osteoporosis, wound healing, tissue engineering, and gene
knockout model systems. Future work will be focused on the broader application of this
method in ECM disease diagnosis and mechanistic studies. This method may find clinical
uses in disease diagnosis and is already being employed for assessment of drug therapeutics.
Supplementary Material
Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. Schematic Representation of the 2D Fast Fourier Transform Process and D-periodic
Spacing Measurements from Sham-Operated Versus Ovariectomized Sheep Dermis
Panel A shows an AFM amplitude image of Type I collagen. The D-periodicity is visible as
a striped pattern perpendicular to the fibril axis. Panel B shows the 2D FFT of the selected
fibril. The red line runs through the maximum value of the first peak, corresponding to the
D-periodic spacing. Panel C shows the 1D-FFT along this line, normal to the D-periodic
spacing and through the maxima in the 2D power spectrum. Panel D and E are the histogram
and Cumulative Density Functions (CDF) representation of Type I Collagen D-periodic
spacing distributions analyzed by 2D FFT method. The comparison between Sham-operated
versus estrogen-depleted (OVX) sheep dermis was derived from previously published
work[26]. In this case, there was a significant increase of diseased populations towards
lower D-periodic spacings.
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Figure 2. Effects of Angle on 1D FFT Measurements of D-Periodic Spacing
This figure demonstrates the effect of changing the angle of the user-drawn line on the D-
periodic spacing measurement derived using a 1D FFT. Panel A is a 3.5 μm x 3.5 μm
amplitude image showing a fibril chosen for analysis. Panel B is an enlargement of the
analyzed area. The same fibril was measured using a line drawn normal to the D-periodic
spacing (black) and one with a 5° tilt from normal (blue line). Panel C shows the
corresponding line scans from each line in panel B and panel D shows the 1D FFT derived
from each line. In this example, there was a 5.4 nm difference in the measured D-periodic
spacing (an 8% difference).
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Figure 3. Comparison of Sheep Dermal Collagen D-spacings measured in water and air
Panel A and B are height images of sheep dermal collagen fibrils imaged in water and air
respectively (both panels A and B are baseline subtracted using 2nd order polynominal
fitting). Selected height profiles in the fast scan direction were plotted for the comparison of
fibril heights in water and air (the local minimum was set as 0 nm in height). Panel C and D
are the error images for regions A and B, respectively. D-spacings from a set of 20 fibrils
were measured both in water and air error images. The comparison is provided as a scatter
plot (Panel E). Panels F and G are the histogram and CDF representation of the water versus
air fibril D-spacings measurement for an uncorrelated set of 133 fibrils. In this case, all the
fibrils with discernible D-spacing repeat units from a set of 7 images were included to
generate the histogram in panel F and CDF in panel G. The error bars of 1.3 nm shown in
Panels E and G were derived from a combination of the absolute measurement error and the
uncertainty of the 2D-FFT fibril spacing assessment. The scale bar is 500 nm in panels A-D.
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Figure 4. SEM Image of Type I Collagen Fibrils and Histogram of D-periodic Spacings
Panel A reproduces SEM images of isolated Type I collagen fibrils from Chapman et al.
(reproduced with permission from Elsevier[12].) The D-periodic spacing of these fibrils was
determined using the 2D FFT technique described above. The internal reference bar set the
length scale. Panel B shows the distribution of D-periodic spacing values measured from 13
fibrils within the image. The distribution had a mean of 66.9 nm and a standard deviation of
1.6 nm. The presence of a distribution of spacings corroborates that the existence of a
distribution is a real feature and not an imaging artifact.
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Figure 5. Analysis of SAXS Scattering Data from Fratzl et al.[28]
The extracted intensities are shown as blue dots. The red dots show baseline corrected data
fit to the following background form: Y = Ax −B + C where A = 1.1, B = −3.2, C = 10.9.
The green data is a linear interpolation of the red data so that all data points are equally
spaced. Finally the teal lines are Gaussian fits to each scattering harmonic.
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